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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner – 1985
 Sir Peter Brian Medawar

Nobel Laureate

An Eminent British Scientist of Lebanese Origin,
A Biologist and Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine – 1960

Today the world Changes so quickly that in growing up we t ake leave not just of youth but of
the world we were young in . I suppose we all realize the degree to which fear and resentment
of what is new is really a lament for the memories of our childhood.

...Peter Medawar

I can not give any scientist of any age better advice than this: the intensity of a conviction that
a hypothesis is true has no bearing over whether it is true or not.

…Peter Medawar

If Politics is the art of the Possible, research is surely the art of the soluble. Both are immensely
Practical minded affairs .

...Peter Medawar

[Born : February 28, 1915, Petropolis, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Died : October 2, 1987 (aged 72) London, United Kingdom]
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Peter Medawar
A Brief Biographical Sketch

Sir Peter Brian Medawar (February 28, 1915 –
October 2, 1987) was a Briazilian – born British

scientist best known for his work on how the immune
system rejects or accepts tissue transplants. He

was co-winner of the 1960 Nobel Prize in Physiology
or Medicine with Sir Frank Macfarlane Burnet.

Early Years :

Medawar was born on February 28, 1915, in Rio de
Janeiro of a British mother and a Lebanese father.

Early Research   :

His involvement with what became transplant

research began during World War-II, when he
investigated possible improvements in skin grafts.

It became focused in 1949, when Burnet advanced
the hypothesis that during embryonic life and
immediately after birth, cells gradually acquire the

ability to distinguish between their own tissue
substances on the one hand and unwanted cells

and foreign material on the other.

Outcome of Research :

Medawar was awarded his Nobel Prize in 1960 with
Burnet for their work in tissue grafting which is the
basis of organ transplants, and their discovery of

Born : February 28, 1915

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Died : October 2, 1987 (aged 72)
London, United Kingdom

Notable Prizes : Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine (1960),
Kalinga Prize, 1985

acquired immunological tolerance. This work was
used in dealing with skin grafts required after burns.

Medawar’s work resulted in a shift of emphasis in
the science of immunology from one that attempts

to deal with the fully developed immunity
mechanism to one that attempts to alter the
immunity mechanism itself, as in the attempt to

suppress the body’s rejection of organ transplants.

Achievements :

Medawar was professor of zoology at the University
of Birmingham (1947-51) and University College
London (1951-62). In 1962 he was appointed director

of the National Institute for Medical Research, and
became   professor of experimental medicine at the

Royal Institution (1977-83), and president of the
Royal Postgraduate Medical School (1981-87).

Medawar was a scientist of great inventiveness who
was interested in many other subjects including
opera, philosophy and cricket.

In addition to his accomplishments as a scientist,

he also wrote on the practice and philosophy of
science. His books include, The Art of the Soluble,

a book of essays, some later reprinted in Pluto’s
Republic, Advice to a Young Scientist, Aristotle to
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Zoos (with his wife Jean Shinglewood Taylor), The
Life Science, and his last, in 1986, Memoirs of a

Thinking Radish, a brief autobiography.

He was knighted in 1965 and awarded the Order of
Merit in 1981. While attending the annual British

Association meeting in 1969 he suffered a stroke
(brain  haemorrhage) whilst reading the lesson at
Exeter Cathedral. It could be argued that Medawar’s

failing health had repercussions for medical science
as well as for relations between the scientific

community and government. Prior to his failing
health, Medawar was considered by many to be
one of the United Kingdom’s most influential

scientists, particularly in the medico-biological field.

After the impairment of his speech and movement
Medawar, with his wife’s help, reorganised his life

and continued to write and do research though on a
greatly restricted scale. However, more
haemorrhages followed and in 1987 Medawar died.

He is buried – as is his wife Jean (1913-2005) – at
Alfriston in East Sussex. Jean Medawar’s obituary

can be found at http://www.findarticles.com/p/
articles/mi_qn4158/is_20050512/ai_n14623720

External links :

n Biography from Sci-Quest Journal (http://

www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/2612/

life.htm)

n Magdalen College Oxford, biography of Peter

Medawar (http://www.magd.ox.ac.uk/history/

nobel_medawar.shtml)

n Biography on Nobel Prize website (http://

nobelprize.org/medicine/laureates/1960/

medawar-bio.html)

Source :

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Medawar

q
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Peter Medawar – Biography

Peter Brian Medawar was born on February 28,
1915, in Rio de Janeiro. He is the son of a business

man who is a naturalized British subject, born in
the Lebanon.

Medawar was educated at Marlborough College,
England, where he went in 1928. Leaving this

College in 1932, he went to Magdalen College,
Oxford, to study zoology under Professor J. Z.

Young. After taking his bachelor’s degree at Oxford,
Medawar worked for a time at Sir Howard Florey’s
School of Pathology at Oxford and there became

interested in research in fields of biology that are
related to medicine.

In 1935 he was appointed Christopher Welch

Scholar and Senior Demonstrator at Magdalen
College, Oxford, and in 1938 he became, by
examination, a Fellow of Magdalen College. In 1942

he was Rolleston Prizeman and in 1944 he became
Senior Research Fellow of St John’s College, Oxford,

and University  Demonstrator in zoology  and
comparative anatomy. In 1946 he was elected a

Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, and in 1947 he
was appointed Mason Professor of Zoology at the
University of Birmingham. In 1951 he moved to

London  as Jodrell Professor of Zoology at University
College, London. Here he remained until 1962, when

he was appointed Director of the National Institute
for Medical Research, London.

Medawar’s earlier research, done at Oxford, was
on tissue culture, the regeneration of peripheral

nerves and the mathematical analysis of the
changes of shape of organisms that occur during
this development. During the early stages of the

Second World War he was asked by the Medical
Research Council to investigate why it is that skin

taken from one human being will not form a
permanent graft on the skin of another person, and

this work enabled him to establish theorems of
transplnation immunity which formed the basis of
his further work on this subject. When he moved to

Birmingham in 1947 he continued to work on it, in
collaboration with R. Billingham, and together they

studied there problems of pigmentaiton and skin
grafting in cattle, and the use of skin grafting to
distinguish between monozygotic and dizygotic

twins in cattle. In this work they took into
consideration the work of R.D. Owen and concluded

that the phenomenon that they called <<actively
acquired tolerance>> of homografts could be
artificially reproduced. For this earlier work on

transplantation and  growth, Medawar was elected
a Fellow of the Royal Society, London. When he

moved to London in 1951, Medawar continued to
work with R. Billingham and L. Brent, on this

phenomenon of tolerance, and his detailed  analysis
of it occupied him for several years. He also carried
out other researches into transplantation immunity.

The Royal society of London, where he was the
Croonian Lecturer in 1958, awardedf him the Royal

Medal in 1959. In the same year, he was Reith
Lecturer for the British Broadcasting Corporation.
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He has been elected a Foreign Member of the New
York Academy of Sciences, the American Academy

of Arts and Sciences, and the American
Philosophical Society.

In 1937 Medawar married Jean Shinglewood Taylor,

daughter of a Cambridge physician. They have two
sons, Chales and Alexander, and two daughters,
Caroline and Louise.

From Nobel Lectures, Physiology or Medicine 1942-

1962, Elsevier Publishing Company, Amsterdam,
1964

This autobiography/biography was written at the time
of the award and later published in the book series
Les Prix Nobel/Nobel Lectures. The information is
sometimes updated with an addendum submitted
by the Laureate. To cite this document, always state
the source as shown above.

For more updated biographical information, see:
Medawar, Peter Brian. Memoirs of a Thinking Radish:
An Autobiography. Oxford University Press, Oxford,
1986.

Peter Medawar died on October 2, 1987.

q
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STORY - PETER  MEDAWAR

Peter Medawar , 1915-1987 :

Even in 1915, it was a small world for Peter Medawar.
Peter’s father was from Lebanon, but moved to

England to seek his fortune and marry an
Englishwoman. He did marry and after their

marriage, the couple moved to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
where Peter’s father became a salesman for a dental

supply company out of England. Peter was born in
Rio, but nonetheless was declared a citizen of
England.

Childhood Interests :

Before entering school, Peter Medawar learned

Portuguese, the first lanuguage of Brazil, because
school was taught in that language. He recalls of
his mathematics teacher that she “considered it her

business to teach us addition, subtraction, and the
like, and she jolly well did.” A main childhood

interest of Peter was reading comic books. He and
his brother had quite a collection. Another perhaps
surprising interest was opera. Peter fell in love with

the gramophone, the forerunner of today’s record
player or CD player. Due to the kinds of music his

parents played in the house, he acquired a love for
opera, even as a child. He would save his pocket

money for weeks, in order to buy a record. He
enjoyed pretending to be an orchestra conductor in
front of a mirror.

Most of Peter’s free time as a child was spent with

his brother on Copacabana Beach. He marvels that
he did not catch polio, which afflicted many

childrenin in his neighborhood. His very own brother

was crippled for life by the disease. Peter recalls

how the town’s sewers emptied directly onto the

beach, and the children played around huge

stagnant pools of sewage.

School Experiences :

While Peter was still in grade school, the family

moved back to England and lived in an apartment in

suburban London. Soon thereafter, his mother and

father  returned to Rio and left Peter and his brother

in an English boarding school. Many people think

of English boarding schools as an elite educational

experience, preparing students for premier English

colleges such as Oxford or Cambridge. In Peter

Medawar’s day, however, many such boarding

schools had low standards, poorly qualified teachers,

and run-down facilities. The students came from

average families, not  wealth . Such was the case

with Peter and his boarding school.

His favorite teacher was a middle-aged, bald,

language teacher who loved drinking his ale and was

an avid football (soccer)  fan. Reading and writing

quickly  became  major activities  for Peter. In later

years, Peter became famous for the quality of his

writing, not only in his scientific papers, but also in

his essays on a variety of topics.

When he was thirteen, Peter’s mother thought he

should attend a “public” boarding school. Such

schools is England were designed to train boys for

leadership in the home civil service or for colonial

administration and the foreign service. Peter hated

his experience at the public boarding school. The
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school building itself  had a prison-block design.
The people  were snobbish. Every boy had to take a

cold bath every morning, even on the coldest days.
The bathrooms were scrawled with dirty graffiti.

Whippings were common. A great deal of authority
was given to the boys themselves, who abused the
privilege by bullying the boys with lesser authority.

In addition to the usual abuse, Peter endured further
harassment because his Middle Eastern facial

features led others to assume that he was Jewish.

Peter was also disappointed because of his lack of
athletic skills. If a boy did not have the talent to do
well in sports, he was banished from sports and

ridiculed around school. Just as today, a lot of
emphasis was put on students’ athletic talents when

it came to winning approval and popularity.

Peter did encounter a teacher he admired – a biology
teacher who inspired two  other boys at the school
to become university professors. He was a crude

and aggressive man who was hirea, Peter thought,
to discredit science so that students would become

more adept in other subjects which were deemed
more relevant fo: leadership and government service.

So why did Peter, and the other boys too, like this
man? Maybe it was because he did not put on airs,

as did so many other teachers. Peter never figured
out why he and the other students were inspired by

this teacher. In any case, Peter quickly realized that
he wanted to study biology in college.

Oxford Education :

Peter Medawar applied for a scholarship to Oxford,
but failed. He did, however, score well enough on

the tests to be admitted as a “commoner,” which is
what the British call the regular undergraduate

student. A new and much more civilized world opened
for Peter at Oxford. At Oxford, students are grouped

and housed as social units called “colleges.” His
college was Magdalen. Peter did not fit in well with
many of those in Magdalen, but he did get along

well with students who shared his interests in

Magdalen, but he did get along well with students
who shared his interests in music and biology. The

administrators of Magdalen College did not recruit
students for their scholarship, but rather they wanted

“regular guys” who would bring distinction to the
college through sports and leadership activities.
Thus, Peter encountered far too many of the same

types of social snobs that he had lived with at
boarding school. Despite the situation, Peter loved

Oxford, for it was full of stimulating people of
substance and high achievement.

In those days, Oxford had a 1:1 student teacher
ratio. Teaching was administered through one on

one tutoring . Students met their tutor once each
week, while studying, completing lab and learning

exercies, and writing papers between sessions. The
tutor did not “lecture,” nor provide factual information.

The tutor’s role was to guide students to the right
books and papers, to set standards, to inspire a
love for the subject, and to judge the adequacy of

student achievement. Tutors had to be generalists
in their subjects. Biology students, for example, did

not go to a physiologist to learn physiology, an
anatomist to learn anatomy, or a geneticist to learn
genetics, etc. One tutor guided the learning in all

aspects and specialties. Peter was lucky enough
to have as one of his tutors, John Young, a famous

neurobiologist, who helped him appreciate the
breadth and inter relatedness of all biology. Shortly
after graduation, Peter himself became a tutor and

found it to be “about the hardest work” he’d ever
done.

As much as Peter generally enjoyed his tutoring

experiences, he was quick to point out the problems.
He summarized the problems as follows: “Some

tutors are self-indulgent.”

Peter ’s Research and S tudies :  Each student

at Oxford negotiated with his tutor a program of
study, which included the level of standard to which

the student would be held. Standards could be set
low enough to allow students to focus on partying
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and social life (a “pass” degree) or set as high as to

require high scores on rigorous examinations

(leading to a degree labeled First, Second, or Third).

Peter Medawar graduated with a First. Because his

interest was well kindled in zoology, he stayed on

as a graduate student at Oxford. He plunged into

research on embryos, using the then revolutionary

technique of culturing cells. His first studies

identified a compound in malt extract that inhibited

connective tissue cell; in culture. He showed the

first draft of his manuscript describing  the research

to Howard Florey, the discoverer of penicillin. Florey

pulled no punches in denouncing the paper, saying

that “it sounds more like philosophy than science.”

Despite the criticism, Florey encouraged him to fix

the paper and to pursue his line of research, putting

him in touch with chemists with whom he could

consult to learn more about the mysterious inhibitory

compound. Peter never identified the chemical

nature of this compound. In the meantime, he did

use the malt extract to study the mathematics that

describe growth of cell in culture.

While conducting his research, Peter also worked

in Florey’s laboratory, where everyone studied wound

and burn healing to aid in the World War II effort in

Britain. At that time, people with severe burns were

kept alive with blood transfusions and sulfa drugs to

combat infections. This created a problem as the

burned  tissue would fall away  and leave in its  place

raw areas that were very vulnerable to infection. Peter

tested a variety of antibacterial substances, finding

that some of the sulfa drugs were effective when

applied as a powder to the raw areas. In a tissue

culture, one sulfa drug’s crystals actually enhanced

the ability of epithelial cells to spread, using the

crystals as a support “pole” for tent-like coverings.

Thus, this drug not only reduced infections  but also
accelerated the covering of raw burn areas by new

skin growth.

These war wound experiences also shaped Peter’s
future research. He became intrigued with the fact
that skin grafts only worked if the grafted skin came
from the same person receiving the graft. Somehow,
the body could recognize alien tissue and would
not accept it. How? He took on this problem as his
“duty and pleasure” to investigate. As World War II
continued in Europe, he applied for and received a
grant to study the issue in a surgical unit where
there were plenty of patients with skin wounds
needing grafts.

One of his first clues was the observation that a
second graft of “foreign” skin did not last as long as
the first one. This suggested that the body had some
kind of memory of the first graft experience. He and
his colleague, Tom Gibson, published a paper on
the data and concluded that the body  has a
mechanism that resists alien tissue, much like the
mechanism by which the body resists other foreign
invaders, such as bacteria, viruses, and parasites.
The mechanism allows the body to adapt to or reject
foreign intrusion. Moreover, the resistance system
can retain a residual memory and respond even more
vigorously at the second time of exposure.

Peter then embarked on a large program involving
animal testing of skin-graft rejection. He cut and
stained tissue samples taken from the grafts and
observed cellular changes occurring at various
stages of graft rejection . Because the war was in
full sway, Peter had little help. He was responsible
for all of the animal feeding, surgeries, nursing care,
and laboratory work. He felt guilty if he did less,
though he took some comfort from the fact that he
was helping to develop treatments for war injuries.
He was also proud to be teaching medical students
who would become the doctors saving lives during
the war. He acquired the habit of working long days
and bringing home a briefcase of documents to read
before the next morning.

Peter’s most important work was to demonstrate
that the rejection of donor grafts was due to an
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immunological reaction and that tolerance could be

built up by injections into embryos. Thus was born

the idea of acquired immunological tolerance, an

idea that is still spawning new research to this day,

because how this tolerance develops is still not fully

understood. The body’s capacity for reacting to

foreign proteins can be reduced by repeated

exposure to the protein, preferably in small, graded

amounts. Applications of Peter Medawar’s research

include the common practice of treating allergies

with allergy shots and of reducing rejection of tissue

transplants. Although most of his work was

immediately accepted and appreciated by his peers,

Peter is often quoted for the famous quip:

The human mind treats a new idea the way the body

treats a strange protein.

For his important discoveries, Peter was awarded

the Nobel Prize in 1960. It was his research on tissue

transplantation which eventually helped make organ

transplants possible.

His book, “Advice to a Young Scientist,” has been

widely read and is still available at http://

www.opengroup.com/sabooks/046/0465000
924.shtml

References :

n Medawar, Peter, 1990. The Threat and the

Glory. Reflections on Science and Scientists.

Harper Collins. New York, N.Y.

n Medawar, Peter. 1986. Memoir of a Thinking

Radish. Oxford University Press, Oxford,

England.

n Medawar, Peter. 1973. Advice To A Young

Scientist. Harper and Row, New York.

n http.//www.aub.edu.Ib/alumni/ssc/life.htm

Biographical sketch

n h t t p : / / w w w. m a g d . o x . a c . u k / a l u m n i /

medawar.html Biographical sketch

n http://www.the-scientist.com/yr1988/jan/

peter_p13_880125.html-In Memoriam

Testimonial

q
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MEDAWAR, Peter Brian
British Biologist and Medical Scientist

Born Feb. 28, 1915, Petropolis, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil

For the discovery of acquired immunological

tolerance, Medawar shared with F. M. Burnet the

1960 Nobel Prize for physiology or medicine.

Medawar started research on factors controlling

growth in tissue cultures and on the mathematical

description of the changes of shape that occur during

an animal’s development, but the outbreak of World

War-II in 1939 directed his research into medical

biology. In the course of an investigation on the

healing of  nerves he devised the first biological “glue”

(essentially a strong solution of fibrinogen, the blood-

clotting protein, in blood plasma) and used it both

experimentally and clinically to reunite severed

nerves and to fix nerve grafts into place.

One of the most desperate medical problems of the

war was the replacement of skin lost after severe

burns. Medawar was urged to study methods of

making what little was left of the patient’s skin cover

the areas from which it had been burned away. He

devised the now familiar method of separating the

epidermis from the dermis by treatment with trypsin,

and attempted to cover the areas with suspensions

of living epidermal cells. These and similar methods

failed because they did not stop the disabling

process of wound contracture. The obvious solution
was to use skin grafts from voluntary donors, but

these never gave permanent results. Medawar set
himself to the task of finding out why skin taken
from one human being (or mouse or chicken) would

not form a permanent graft on the body of another
and how, if at all, the barrier preventing homograft

use could be removed.

Experimentation on a massive scale by the
standards then prevailing showed that the rejection
of skin homografts in rabbits was brought about by

an acquired immunological reaction that left its
recipient in a specially refractory state, so that a

second set of grafts transplanted subsequently from
the same donor would be destroyed much more

rapidly than the first grafts. This state of heightened
resistance was in force throughout the body, that
is, the reaction was systemic and not local. Other

things being equal, a large graft was rejected more
quickly than a small graft. The chief variable

controlling the survival time of a skin homograft was,
however, the genetic relationship between donor and
recipient, and Medawar designed  experiments that

showed that there must be at least 127 skin-grafting
groups in rabbits. Yet although everything pointed

to active immunity as the cause of rejection, all
attempts to show that antibodies were the effector

agent gave negative results.

At the end of the war Medawar was joined by a

brilliant graduate student, R. E. Billingham, and after
a few years spent in studying the behavior of
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melanocytes they joined together in a renewed
attack on the homograft problem. Invited to devise a
foolproof method of distinguishing identical from
fraternal twins  in cattle, they exchanged skin grafts
between twin pairs and found that even twins of unlike
sex (which cannot  be identical) would usually accept
each other’s  skin. R.D. Owen’s illuminating
discovery of the exchange of red-cell precursors in
cattle twins before birth made it natural to suppose
that exchange of living cells before birth brought
about tolerance  of grafts exchanged after birth, and
so the concept of actively acquired tolerance came
to be formulated, along lines already theoretically
foreseen by Burnet. It  remained now to prove the
case experimentally. Joined  by another  highly able
graduate student, L.Brent, Medawar and Billingham
showed that the deliberate inoculation of fetal mice
with living cells from a future donor made them
tolerant of homografts from those donors in later
life. The three workers thereupon proceeded to an
exhaustive study of the general physiology of
transplantation tolerance. The discovery of acquired
tolerance showed that the problem of using
homografts was soluble in principle, and this had
an inspiring effect on clinical research in the field of
transplantation.

Later work by Medawar’s group included the first
demonstration that the antigens that excite
transplantation immunity could be extracted from
cells. With Billingham’s departure for America, Brent
and Medawar concentrated their attention on the
theory of inducing tolerance in adult animals  and
on the relationship between homograft reactivity  and
hypersensitivity reactions of the delayed type-work
that point to the sensitized lymphocyte rather than
to the humoral antibody as the agent of the
immunological response.

Medawar was a professional teacher of zoology until
1962. As undergraduate, graduate student, and

fellow of Magdalen College, he was at Oxford
University from 1932 until 1947, thereafter becoming

successively chairperson of the department of
zoology in Birmingham University and in University
College, London. In 1962 he became director of the

National Institute for Medical Research in London,
and in 1971 he became head of the Division of

Surgical Sciences of the Clinical Research Center.
He was president of the British Association for
Advancement of Science in 1968-69. He received

the Royal Medal (1959) and the Copley Medal (1969)
of the Royal Society and the Hamilton Fairby Medal

of the Royal College of Physicians (1971). He was

elected to numerous  academies and societies,

including the Royal Society (1949), the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences (1959), the Royal

College of Surgeons (1967), the U.S. National

Academy of Science (1969), and the Royal College

of Physicians (1971). He was made a commander

of the Order of the British Empire (1958), a knight

(1965), and a companion of honour (1972).

Medawar’s interest in that area of biology where

human demography and genetics overlap found

expression in his books The Uniqueness of the

Individual (1956) and The Future of Man (1960). He

also wrote The Art of the Soluble (1967), Induction

and Intuition in Scientific Thought (1969), The Hope

of Progress (1972), and The Life Science: Current

Ideas of Biology, with J.S. Medawar (1977).

For background information see IMMUNOLOGICAL

TOLERANCE, ACQUIRED; TRANSPLANTAITON

BIOLOGY in the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of

Science and Technology.

q
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Medawar, Peter Brian
(1915-1987)

Brazilian / English Biologist, Medical Researcher

Peter Biran Medawar established the possibility of
tissue transplantation when he grafted skin from one

strain of mice onto another strain of mice. This
discovery opened the door for other kinds of
transplantation, eventually leading to organ

transplantation in human beings. Medawar’s
discovery and the techniques that have developed

from it have saved countless lives. For this work, he
shared the 1960 Nobel Prize in physiology or
medicine with Frank Macfarlane Burent, who first

proposed the theory that the immune system  could
develop recognition for nonnative tissue, a

phenomenon that Medawar dubbed “actively
acquired tolerance.”

Medawar was born on February 28, 1915, in Rio de
Janeior, Brazil, where his father, Nicholas Medawar,

a native of Lebanon and a naturalized citizen of
England, was conducting business. His mother,

Edith Muriel Dowling, was also English, so the family
moved to England after World War I ended, when

Medawar was still young. There, he attended
Marlborough College for secondary school starting
in 1928. Four years later, he matriculated in

Magdalen College of Oxford University, where he
studied zoology under John Young to earn his

bachelor’s degree in 1935.

After graduation, Medawar worked under Sir
HOWARD WALTER FLOREY at Oxford’s School

of Pathology, an experience that opened his eyes

to the medical application of biological methods.
Later in 1935, Medawar  returned to Magdalen as
the Christopher WelchScholar and a senior

demonstrator. Jean Shinglewood Taylor, a fellow
zoologist, worked beside him both at Magdalen and

at Florey’s lab, and the couple married in 1937.
Together, they eventually had four children-two sons,

Charles and Alexander, and two daughters, Caroline
and Louise.

In 1938, Medawar won the Edward Chapman
Research Prize and also passed the examination

to become a fellow of Magdalen College. In 1939,
Oxford granted him a master’s degree. Up until this

point, Mcdawar had focused his research on
mathematical analyses of organisms’ shape
transformations, as well as on tissue culture and

the regeneration of peripheral nerves. The advent of
World War II turned Medawar’s research to more

practical applications, as the Medical Research
Council requested that he investigate tissue
transplantation and skin grafting to treat wounded

soldiers.

Stationed at the Burns Unit of the Glasgow Royal
Infirmary, Medawar addressed the question of skin-

graft rejection, determining that the body develops
immunity to donor skin (explaining the longer

rejection time for a first graft, as compared to
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subsequent grafts of skin that the recipient body
already recognizes as foreign) . He also developed

a kind of biological “glue”- made of a concentrated
solution of fibrinogen, a blood-clotting protein – for

affixing nerves together. In 1942, he was named the
Rolleston Prizeman, and in 1944, he returned to
Oxford, this time working at St. John’s College as

senior research fellow and university demonstrator
in zoology and comparative anatomy.

Despite the fact that Medawar declined to accept

the Ph.D for which he had qualified at Oxford (lacking
the funds to afford the title), the University  of
Birmingham appointed him as Mason Professor of

Zoology in 1947. There, he collaborated with Rupert
Everett Billingham (Known as “Bill”) and Leslie Brent

on his most famous researches. In response to a
challenge issued to Hugh Donald at the 1948

International  Congress of Genetics in Stockholm,
Medawar’s team determined to devise a means of
distinguishing monozygotic from dizygotic twin

calves, expecting identical twins to accept grafts of
skin that it recognized as it own, and fraternal twins

to reject the skin as “foreign,” as it developed from
a slightly different immunological “template.”

Interestingly, Medawar discovered that calves do not
differentiate as expected: fraternal twins accept skin

grafts as readily as identical twins. California
Institute of Technology’s Ray D.Owen similarly found

that blood transfuses  between fraternal and identical
calf twins. For an explanation, Medawar turned to
the work of the University of Melbourne’s Frank

Macfarlane Burnet, who believed that immunity
continues to develop for a period after birth, thus

the body can acquaint itself with external influences
if introduced early enough in the growth process . In

other words, Burnert’s theory hypothesized that
immunity can develop a “tolerance” for “foreign”
tissue; Medawar and his team endeavored to proved

this theory experimentally.

Modawar, Billingham, and Brent worked with two
sets of mice, inoculating recipient mice embryos

with the tissue of donor mice, then grafting  donor-
mice skin onto matured recipients. Mice usually

reject skin grafts, but these receipients accepted
the grafts, clearly because their immunological

systems recognized the cells. In his announcement
of these findings, published in a 1953 edition of the
eminent British scientific  journal Nature, Medawar

dubbed this phenomenon “actively acquired
tolerance.” The team’s results introduced the

possibility of grafting not only skin but also other
tissues; this was the first step toward organ
transplantation in humans.

While conducting these studies, Medawar had

served as a visiting researcher at Rockefeller

Institute in New York in 1949, and two years later

University College, London, named him Jodrell

Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy. In

the wake of his discovery, he received numerous

honors, including the 1958 Croonian lectureship ,

the 1959 Royal Medal of the Royal Society (which

had inducted him into its fellowship a decade earlier),

and the 1960 Nobel Prize in physiology  or medicine

(shared with Burnet; Medawar shared his prize

money with his research partners, Billingham and

Brent). In 1965, Medawar was knighted.

Three years earlier, in 1962, the National  Institute

for Medical Research named Medawar its director.

In 1969, he suffered a stroke that severely limited

his abilities to attend to his administrative

responsibilities, forcing him to retire in 1971.

However, he was still able  to write, allowing him to

continue to publish essays aimed at mainstream

readers; best remembered of these was his 1964

essay “The Art of the Soluble” (in which he famously

stated that “if politics is the art of the possible,

research is surely the art of the soluble”); his 1979

book Advice to a Young Scientist; and his 1986

autobiography, Memoir of a Thinking Radish.

Medawar suffered subsequent strokes in 1980 and

in 1987; he died on October 2, 1987.

q
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Medawar, Peter Brian
(1915-1987)

British Immunologist, Zoologis t

Peter Brian Medawar proved Australian

immunologist FRANK MACFARLANE BURNET’S
theories about acquired immunological tolerance,

helping to pave the way for successful organ and
tissue transplants. Medawar and Burent shared the

Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine in 1960.

Medawar, the son of Lebanese-born businessman
Nicholas Medawar and his wife, Edith (Dowling)
Medawar, was born on February 28, 1915, in Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil. Shortly after ward, his parents
returned to Britain, their home country, and Peter

grew up there. He attended Marlborough College
and then Magdalen College, the letter of which is
part of Oxford University. He taught and did research

at Oxford (Magdalen College and St. John’s College)
from 1935 to 1947, earning the Edward Chapman

Reswearch Prize in 1938. He obtained a degree in
zoology in 1939. He married Jean Taylor in 1937,
;and they later had four children.

During World War II, when he worked for Britain’s

Medical Research Council in addition to teaching
at Oxford, Medawar developed a way to use

fibrinogen, a natural substance that takes part in
blood clotting, to make a glue that helped to keep

skin grafts in place and reunite the ends of cut
nerves. This innovation solved some of the surgical
problems involved in transplanting tissues, but

Medawar nonetheless noticed that grafts from
unrelated donors, unlike grafts taken from a different

part of a patient’s own body, almost always failed to

remain attached and grow. He was one of the first
researchers to suggest that the reason for this lay

in the immune system, which attacks any cells that
do not belong to be body. Usually, such attacks aid

survival, but if the “foreign” cells belong to
transplantedf tissue that an injured body needs, the

immune system’s reaction becomes harmful.

Medawar moved to the University of Birmingham as

Mason Professor of Zoology in 1947 and continued
to study immunology. Scientists knew by then that

the immune system bases it reactions on antigens,
substances that appear on the surface of cells. A

person’s immune system will attack any cells
carrying antigens not found on cells in the person’s
own body. Researchers disagreed, however, about

when and how the immune system “learns” which
antigens to classify as belonging to the body. Some

thought this information was inherited, but Burnet
drawing on some of Medawar’s earlier experiments
– proposed that the determination of which antigens

to tolerate and which to reject occurred  some time
during development before birth. He suggested that

if an animal were given cells from another animal
before this determination occurred, the first animal’s

immune system would accept grafts from the second
animal when both were adults.

Burnet’s ideas echoed conclusions that Medawar
had drawn from his own research on cattle at

Birmingham. At University College, part of the
University of London, where he had become Jodrell
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Professor of Zoology and Comparative  Anatomy in
1951, Medawar tested Burnet’s prediction, using two

unrelated  strains of mice. He injected cells from
strain B mice into strain A mice before the latter’s

birth. After the mice were born, he tested them and
found no sign of immune response to strain B
antigens. He then grafted tissue from strain B mice

on to strain A mice, some of which had received the
earlier cell injections and some of which had not.

The grafts grew on the mice that had received the
injections, but the immune systems of the untreated
mice destroyed the grafts.

Medawar’s experiments, which he described  in

1953, showed that Burnet was correct:
Immunological tolerance, which includes the ability

to accept  grafts, is not inborn but rather is acquired
before birth. This discovery did not in itself show a

way to make transplants practical, but it led to a
better understanding of the way in which the immune
system reacts to transplanted tissue. By showing

that the system could be influenced during an
organism’s life, it also gave hope that some future

alternation might make transplants possible.
(Certain drugs are used for this purpose today)
Medawar’s research  indicated, furthermore, that the

antigens of transplant donors and recipients should
be matched as closely as possible. .

Medawar became head of the National Institute for

Medical Research in London in 1962.He retired from

this position in 1975, then became professor of
experimental medicine at the Royal Institution in

1977.He remained active in spite of a series of
severe strokes that began when he was only 54

years old. In addition to doing further research on
the immune system, he wrote seven popular books
on ethics, human society, and the philosophy of

science, including The Future of Man (1960), Advice
to a  Young Scientist (1979), and an autobiography,

Memoir of a Thinking Radish (1986).

Medawar received many honors in addition to the
Nobel Prize, including the Royal Medal of Britain’s
chief science organization, the Royal Society, in

1959. He was made a Commander of the British
Empire in 1958 and was knighted in 1965. Additional

strokes severely incapacitated him in the 1980s,
and one finally killed him on October 2, 1987.

Further Reading :

n Medawar, Jean S. A Very Decided Preference:

Life with Peter Medawar. New York: W.W.

Norton, 1990.

n Medawar, Peter Brian, Memoir of a Thinking

Radish: An Autobiogrphy. New York: Oxford

University Press, 1986.

n “Medawar, Peter Brian .” Current Biography

Yearbook 1961. New York: H. W. Wilson, 1961.
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Sir Peter B. Medawar

Sir Peter B. Medawar, OM, FRS (1915—1987). British immunologist of Arab extraction (which, as he

said in Memoir of a Thinking Radish, makes him sound like a kind of gum). Won the Nobel Prize in
Medicine in 1960 for work on tissue transplantation which eventually helped make organ transplants

possible. In addition, he wrote extensively, and extremely well, on science and philosophy.

• “Biology and Man’s Estimation of Himself”

• “On ‘The Effecting of All Things Possible’ “

• “Does Ethology Throw Any Light on Human Behavior?”

• “The Future of Man,” the last of six lectures of the same title. This one is on “exosomatic” (i.e.,
mental ) evolution and heredity.

• Review of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin’s The Phenomenon of Man

• “Technology and Evolution”

Sir Peter Medawar

Peter Brian Medawar was born in Rio de Janeiro in

February 1915 to an English  mother and a Lebanese
father. He came  to Magdalen as a ‘Commoner’ to

read Zfoology in 1932, becoming a Senior Demy (or
Research Scholar) in 1936 and a Fellow of the
College between 1938 and 1944 and then again

between 1946 and 1947,  when he accepted the
Chair of Zoology at Birmingham University. At Oxford

he was much influenced by Howard Florey in whose
department he was to meet his wife Jean Taylor.
They married in 1937.

His Nobel Prize was awarded (jointly with Sir

MacFarlane Burnet) in 1960 for  their work in tissue
grafting which is basic to organ transplants. This

work stemmed from war-time research, when

improvements were sought for dealing with skin
grafts required after severe  burns. The significant

contribution was the demonstration that graft
rejection can be entirely  prevented in mice and
chickens if foreing cells from the future graft  donor

are introduced into the recipient during foetal or neo-
natal life (i.e. when the animals are immunologically

immature). This represented a clear demonstration
that the immunological barriers to the transplantaiton

of foreign tissue and organ grafts – thought to be
insurmountable – could be overcome by subtle
immunological interference, opening up a vast field

of scientific endeaverour.

He was made an Honorary Fellow of Magdalen in
1961 and a year later became Director of the National
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Institute for Medical Research. In 1969,when only
54, he suffered a massive brain haemorrhage while

reading the lesson at Exeter Cathedral. He was
seriously handicapped for the rest of his life but

remained extraordinalily active mentally.

Medawar was a scientist of great inventiveness who
was interested in many other subjects including
opera, philosophy, cricket and the role of science in

the world. He was an exceptionally brilliant writer
with a gift for clear exposition and produced a stream

of books and essays, many of which continue to be
in print. For some time his attention was directed to
the field of caner where he worked, at Northwick

Park, with a group audaciously seeking a cancer
vaccine. He was recognized as one of the

outstanding scientists of his generation, gifted with
an infectious enthusiasm.

His last book, published in 1986, was entitled

‘Memoirs of a Thinking Radish’ which was an

account of his scientific aspirations and working life.

He describes in it what it is like to be physically

handicapped, avoiding both self-pity and self-

revelation. His Reith Lectures of 1959 had been

entitled ‘The Future of Man’.

Medawar died in 1987. He had been awarded virtually

every honour known to the world of science, an FRS

as the age of 34, collecting scores of honorary

degrees and a knighthood in 1965. He had been

made Companion of Honour (1972) and a member

of the Order of Merit (1981). He was the first

President of the International Transplantaiton

Society and became President of the British

Association in 1969.

q
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SIR PETER BRIAN MEDAWAR
1915-1987

Professor Medawar was an eminent British scientist
of Lebanese origin, a biologist and winner of two

Nobel Prizes, in addition to Edward Chapman
Research Prize.

Professor Medawar was born in February 28, 1915
in Brazil of a British mother and a Lebanese father.

He received his education at Magdalene College,
Oxford in 1935 where he gained admission of

Christopher Welch Scholarship  and Senior
Demyship to back up his scientific research. Three
years later, he received the Edward Chapman

Research Prize and was named a “Fellow by
Examination” as a result of his successful work on

organic growth and transformation in animal organ.

In 1944, Professor Medawar became an assistant
professor of Zoology at St. John College, Oxford.
He also worked on Penciillin and received as a result

the Nobel Prize with Sir Howard Florey in 1945. Six
years later, he became a “Jodrell Professor” of

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy at University
College, London. Also, he lectured on several

occasions at Harvard University (USA), Otago
University (New Zealand) and in the USSR.

His lectures to the British Broadcasting Corporation
(Reith Lectureship) were bound in a book “The Future

of Man” in 1959. It includes six lectures about
genetics, human intelligence and some medical

problems. It was considered  by C.H. Weddington
as “a really first class piece of scientific
popularizing”. Being a member of the Royal Society

he was honored in 1958 with the Royal Medal. In
that year, he was given the name of “Commander of

the Order of the British Empire” by Queen Elizabeth

11.

Sir Medawar was also renowned for the biological
“glue” which he created to combine “severed nerves”.

In 1960 he won the Nobel Prize in Medicine together
with Sir Mac Farlene Burnet for their discoveries in
the field  of immunity. After this, sir Medawar became

the head of the teaching department at Birmingham,
and then at University College, London. To sir

Medawar, in teaching one should not try to transmit
information, “but rather to guide thought and reading
and encourage reflection”. In 1962, he was given

the position of the director of the National Institute
for Medical Research. His experience in this institute

led him to write his book “Advice To a Young
Scientist”. This is the kind of book sir Medawar would
have liked to read before he became a scientific

researcher. It includes issues about what a person
needs to become a researcher.

In 1966 sir Medawar was invited by AUB to give an

address on the occasion of the centennial
celebrations of the foundation of the university.

Sir Medawar passed away in 1987 after having left
a large collection of publications that deal with

several topics in different domains. According to
him, a human biologist must be a combination of “a

demographer, geneticist, anthropologist, historian,
psychologist and sociologist all in one; and no one

can be all of these things.” Yet, sir Medawar was a
human biologist.

In his lecture on this occasion on February 22, 1967,
Sir Medawar said: I want now to make a remark
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about English universities which may surprise you.
We in England have very much less experience of

general university education – I mean of the stadium
generate –than is possessed by the United States

or by Germany. Your great university here is one
hundred years old. Very few universities in England
are a hundred years old.

More than three hundred years ago Francis Bacon

dreamed of a new state, a New Atlantis, a just and
humane society  of which  the chief commodity  of

external trade was light- Bacon’s own special light,
the lumen siccum, the light of the understanding; a
society dedicated to the ‘effecting of all things

possible’. I like the idea of a merchandise of light,
of light as a commodity  of trade. I think it is the

idea that has animated all great educational
adventures in the past-not least to the great

educational adventure that led a hundred years ago
to the foundation of this great university (AUB).

Ataa Warak

Senior PSP A

Bassain T abshouri

M.S.E.E.
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Peter Medawar
From Wikiquote

Sir Peter Medawar (February 28, 1915-October
2, 1987) was a Brazilian – born English scientist

best known for his work on how the immune system
rejects or accepts organ transplants. He was co-
winner of the 1960 Nobel Prize in Physiology or

Medicine with Sir Frank Macfarlane Burnet.

Sourced :

n We cannot point to a single definitive solution

of any one of the problems that confront us –
political, economic, social or moral, that is ,

having to do with the conduct of life. We are
still beginners, and for that reason may hope
to improve. To deride the hope of progress is

the ultimate fatuity, the last word in poverty of
spirit  and meanness of mind. There is no need

to be dismayed by the fact that we cannot yet
envisage a definitive solution  of our problems,
a resting-place beyond which we need not try

to go.

n Presidential Address to the British
Association for the Advancement of
Science, Exeter, 3 September 1969

n Today the world changes so quickly that in

growing up we take leave not just of youth but
of the world we were young in. I suppose we
all realize the degree to which fear and

resentment of what is new is really a lament
for the memories of our childhood.

n Presidential Address to the British

Association for the Advancement of
Science, Exeter, 3 September 1969

n There is no such thing as a Scientific Mind.
Scientists are people of very dissimilar

temperaments doing different things in very
different ways. Among Scientists are
collectors, classifiers and compulsive tidiers-

up; many are detectives by temperament and
many are explorers; some are artists and

others artisans. There are poet-scientists and
philosopher-scientists and even a few mystics.
What sort of mind or temperament can all

these people be supposed to have in common?
Obligative scientist must be very rare, and most

people who are in fact scientists could easily
have been something else instead.

n “Hypothesis and Imagination” (Times
Literary Supplement, 25 Oct 1963)

n Simultaneous discovery is utterly

commonplace, and it was only the rarity of
scientists, not the inherent improbability of the
phenomenon, that made it remarkable in the

past. Scientists on the same road may be
expected to arrive at the same destination, often

not far apart.

n Peter Medawar, “The Act of Creation”
(New Statesman, 19 June 1964)
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n A scientist is no more a collector and classifier
of facts than a historian is a man who complies

and classifies a chronology of the dates of great
battles and major discoveries.

n (with Jean Medawar), Aristotle to Zoos:
A Philosophical Dictionary of Biology

(1985)

n Creosote has a pretty technological smell.

n Presidential Address to the British

Association for the Advancement of
Science, Exeter, 3 September 1969

n We shall not read it for its sociological insights,

which are non-existent, nor as science fiction,
because it has a general air of implausibility;
but there is one high poetic fancy in the New

Atlantis that stays in the mind after all its
fancies and inventions have been forgotten. In

the New Atlantis, an island kingdom lying in
very distant seas, the only commodity of
external trade is –light: Bacon’s own special

light, the light of understanding.

n (on Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis)
Presidential Address to the British

Association for the Advancement of
Science, Exeter, 3 September 1969

n We wring our hands over the miscarriages of
technology and take its benefactions for

granted. We are dismayed by air pollution but
not proportionately cheered up by, say, the
virtual abolition of poliomyelitis.

n Presidential Address to the British

Association for the Advancement of
Science, Exeter, 3 September 1969

n Scientists are entitled to be proud of their
accomplishments, and what accomplishments

can they call ‘theirs’ except the things they
have done or thought of first? People who

criticize scientists for wanting to enjoy the

satisfaction of intellectual ownership are
confusing possessiveness with pride of

possession. Meanness, secretiveness and,
sharp practice are as much despised by

scientists as by other decent people in the
world of ordinary everyday affairs, nor, inmy
experience, is generosity less common among

them, or less highly esteemed.

n “Lucky Jim” (New York Review of
Books, 28 March 1968)

n But Watson had one towering advantage  over
all of them: in addition to being extremely
clever he had something important to be
clever about.  This is an advantage which

scientist enjoy over most other people engaged
in intellectual pursuits, and they enjoy it at all
levels of capability. To be a first-rate scientist

it is not necessary (and certainly not sufficient)
to be extremely clever, anyhow in a pyrotechnic

sense. One of the great social revolutions
brought about by scientific research has been
the democratization of learning. Anyone who

combines strong common sense with an
ordinary degree of imaginativeness can become

a creative scientist, and a happy one besides,
in so far as happiness depends upon being

able to develop to the limit of one’s abilities.

n “Lucky Jim” (New York Review of

Books, 28 March 1968)

n Watson’s childlike vision makes them seem
like the creatures of a Wonderland, all at a
strange contentious noisy tea-party which

made room for him because for people like him,
at this particular kind of party, there is always

room.

n “Lucky Jim” (New York Review of
Books, 28 March 1968)

n Scientific  discovery  is a private event, and
the delight that accompanies it, or the despair
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of finding it illusory, does not travel. One
scientist may get great satisfaction  from

another’s work and admire it deeply; it may
give him great intellectual pleasure; but it gives

him no sense of participation in the discovery,
it does not carry him away, and his
appreciation of it does not depend on his being

carried away. If it were otherwise the
inspirational origin of scientific discovery would

never have been in doubt.

n ‘Hypothesis and Imagination’ in The Art

of the Soluble, 1967.

n If politics is the art of the possible, research is
surely the art of the soluble. Both are

immensely practical minded affairs.

n Review of Arthur Koestler’s The Act of

Creation , in the New Statesman, 19
June 1964

n It is not envy or malice, as so many people
think, but utter despair that has persuaded

many educational reformers to recommend the
abolition of the English public schools.

n Introduction to The Art of the Soluble,

1967

n Yet the greater part of it, I shall show, is

nonsense, tricked out with a variety of
metaphysical conceits, and its author can be

excused of dishonesty only on the grounds
that before deceiving others he has taken great
pains to deceive himself.

n Review of Teilhard de Chardin’s The

Phenomenon of Man, Mind, 70, pp 99
to 105.

n In no sense other than an utterly trivial one is
reproduction the inverse of chemical

disintegration. It is a misunderstanding of
genetics to suppose that reproduction is only

‘intended’ to make facsimiles, for parasexual

processes of genetical exchange are to be
found in the simplest living things.

n Review of Teilhard de Chardin’s The

Phenomenon of Man, Mind, 70, pp 99
to 105.

n There is much else in the literary idiom of nature-
philosophy: nothing-buttery, for example,

always part of the minor symptomatology of
the bogus.

n Review of Teilhard de Chardin’ sThe
Phenomenon of Man, Mind, 70, pp 99

to 105.

n The Phenomenon of Man stands square in the
tradition of Naturphilosophie, a philosophical
indoor pastime of German origin which does

not seem even by accident (though there is a
great deal of it) to have contributed anything of

permanent value to the storehouse of human
thought.

n Review of Teilhard de Chardin’s The
Phenomenon of Man, Mind, 70, pp 99

to 105.

n I do not propose to criticize the fatuous
argument I have just outlined; here, to
expound is to expose.

n Review of Teilhard de Chardin’s The

Phenomenon of Man, Mind, 70, pp 99
to 105.

n How have people come to be taken in by The
Phenomenon of Man?  We must not

underestimate the size of the market for works
of this kind, for philosophy-fiction. Just as

compulsory primary education created a market
catered for by cheap dailies and weeklies, so
the spread of secondary and latterly
tertiary education has created a large
population of people, often with well-
developed literary and scholarly tastes,
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who have been educated far beyond their
capacity to undertake analytical thought.

n Review of Teilhard de Chardin’s The

Phenomenon of Man, Mind, 70, pp 99
to 105.

n French is not a language that lends itself
naturally to the opaque and ponderous idiom

of nature-philosophy, and Teilhard has
according resorted to the use of that tipsy,
euphoristic prose-poetry which is one of the

more tiresome manifestations of the French
spirit.

n Review of Teilhard de Chardin’s The

Phenomenon of Man, Mind, 70, pp 99
to 105.

n It would have been a great disappointment to
me if Vibration did not somewhere make itself

felt, for all scientistic mystics either vibrate in
person or find themselves resonant with cosmic
vibrations; but I am happy to say that on page

266 Teilhard will be found to do so.

n Review of Teihard de Chardin’s The
Phenomenon of Man, Mind, 70, 99 to

105.

n In spite of all the obstacles that Teilhard

perhaps wisely puts in our way, it is possible
to discern a train of thought in The

Phenomenon of Man.

n Review of Teilhard de Chardin’s The

Phenomenon of Man, Mind, 70, pp 99
to 105.

n To be creative, scientists need libraries and

laboratories and the company of other
scientists; certainly a quiet and untroubled life
is a help. A scientist’s work is in no way

deepened or made more cogent by privation,
anxiety, distress, or emotional harassment. To

be sure, the private lives of scientists may be

strangely and even comically mixed up, but
not in ways that have any special bearing the

nature and quality of their work. If a scientist
were to cut off an ear, no one would  interpret

such  an action as evidence of an unhappy
torment of creativity ; nor will a scientist   be
excused any  bizarrerie, however extravagant,

on the grounds  that he is a scientist, however
brilliant.

n Advice to a Young Scientist (1979)

n I believe in “intelligence,” and I believe also that
there are inherited differences in intellectual

ability, but I do not believe that intelligence is
a simple scalar endowment that can be

quantified by attaching a single figure  to it- an
I.Q. or the like.

n Advice to a Young Scientist (1979),
p.25, quoting his own article “Unnatural

science”, New York Review of Books
24 (Feb 3, 1977),  p.13-18

n I once spoke to a human geneticist who
declared that the notion of intelligence was

quite meaningless, so I tried calling him
unintelligent. He was annoyed, and it did not

appease him when I went on to ask how he
came to attach such a clear meaning to the
notion of lack of intelligence. We never spoke

again.

n Advice to a Young Scientist (1979), p.
25, footnote to previous quotation.

n The attempt to discover and promulgate the
truth is nevertheless an obligation upon all

scientists, one that must be preserved in no
matter what the rebuffs – for otherwise what is

the point in being a scientist?

n Aristotle to Zoos, 1983

n The purpose of scientific enquiry is not to

compile an inventory of factual information, nor
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to build up a totalitarian world picture of natural
Laws in which every event that is not

compulsory is forbidden. We should think of it
rather as a logically articulated structure of

justifiable beliefs about nature.

n Induction and Intuition in Scientific

Thought, 1969

n The similarity between them is not the
taxonomic key to some other, deeper, affinity,
and our recognizing its existence marks the

end, not the inauguration, of a train of thought.

n In “Herbert Spencer and the Law of
General Evolution’. Spencer Lecture,

Oxford, 1963: reprinted in Medawar,
P.B. (1967). The Art of the Soluble.
Methuen, London. Pp 37-58.

n The bells which toll for mankind are – most of

them, anyway- like the bells of Alpine cattle;
they are attached to our own necks, and it
must be our fault if they do not make a cheerful

and harmonious sound.

n The Future of Man, 1959

n It is the great glory as well as the great threat

of science that everything which is in principle

possible can be done if the intention to do it is

sufficiently resolute.

n The Threat and the Glory, 1977

n Observation is the generative fact in scientific

discovery . For all its aberrations, the evidence

of the senses is essentially to be relied upon-

provided we observe nature as a child does,

without prejudices and  preconceptions, but

with that clear and candid vision which adults

lose and scientists must strive to regain.

n Medawar, Peter (1982). Pluto’s
Republic, p.99. Oxford: Oxford

University Press.

Source :

“http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Peter_Medawar”
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1. Pluto’s Republic: Incorporating The Art
of the Soluble and Induction and
Intuition in Scientific Thought (Oxford
Paperbakcs)  by Peter Medawar (Paperback
– May 17, 1984)
8 Used & new from $45.90
Other Editions : Hardcover

2. The Hope of Progress: A Scientist Looks
at Problems in Philosophy , Literature
and Science  by Peter B. Medawar
(Paperback – 1973)
10 Used & new from $0.50
Other Editions : Unknown Binding

3. Memoir of a Thinking  Radish: An
Autobiography (Oxford Letters &
Memoirs) by Peter Medawar
(Paperback – Mar 3, 1988)
8 Used & new from $4.45
Other Editions : Paperback, Hardcover

4. The Limits of Science  by Peter Medawar
(Paperback – Jan 14, 1988)
7 Used & new from $14.66
Other Editions : Hardcover

5. The Strange Case of the Spotted Mice:
and Other Classic Essays on Science by
Peter Medawar and Stephen Jay Gould
(Paperback – Jun 13, 1996)
Buy new :$18.15
8 Used & new from $10.76

6. The Limits of Science by Peter Medawar
(Paperback – 1984)
1 Used & new from $19.41

Books by Peter Medawar

7. Hope of Progress by Peter Medawar
(Paperback – 1973)
2 Used & new from $19.95

8. The future of man: The BBC Reith lectures
1959. –
by Peter Brian Medawar (Unknown Binding –
1959)
6 Used & new from $1.52

9. The Threat and the Glory: Reflections on
Science and Scientist s by Peter Medawar,
David Pyke, and Lewis Thomas (Paperback
– 1980)
1 Used & new from $8.88

10. Memoir of a  Thinking Radish  by Peter
Medawar (Hardcover – Jun 12, 1986)
11Used & new from $4.91

11. Induction and Intuition in Scientific
Thought Jayne Lectures for 1968  by Peter
Brian Medawar (Hardcover – 1969)
4 Used & new from $8.00

12. The Threat and the Glory: Reflections on
Science and Scientists. Edited  by David
Pyke. Foreword by Lewis Thomas. By Peter.
MEDAWAR (Paperback – 1991)
2 Used & new from $5.80

13. The Life Science  by P.B. Medawar; Peter
Brian Medawar; J. S. Medawar (Hardcover –
May 1, 1977)
5 Used & new from $2.50
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14. Induction and Intuition in Scientific
Thought. Nayne Lectures for 1968.  by Peter
Brian. MEDAWAR (Paperback – 1969)
1 Used & new from $11.60

15. ON ‘THE EFFECTING OF ALL THINGS
POSSIBLE.’ Presidential Address before
the British Association for the
Advancement of Science. Published in
The Advancement of Science V ol. 26.  by
Peter. Nobel Laureate in Medicine or
Physciology. MEDAWAR (Paperback – Oct
1, 1974)
1 Used & New from $300.00

16. Stroke: The Facts (Oxford Paperbacks)  by
F. Clifford Rose, Rudy Capildeon, and Peter
Medawar (Paperback – Sep 30, 1982)
3 Used & new from $6.34
Other Edition : Hardcover

17. La Amenaza y La Gloria  by Peter Medawar
(Paperback – Oct 1993)
Buy new : $42.00
5 Used & new from $33.03

18. The Threat and the Glory: Reflections on
Science and Scientists (Oxford
Paperbacks)  by Peter Medawar and Peter
Pyke (Paperback -  Dec 1991)
27 Used & new from $2.45
Other Editions: Hardcover

19. The Life Science by P.B. Medawar, Peter
Brian Medawar, and J.S. Medawar (Hardcover
– May 1977)
35 Used & new from $0.01
Other Editions : Paperback, Unknown Binding

20. THE LIMITS OF SCIENCE by Peter Medawar
(Paperback –1988) Currently unavailable

21. Induction and Intuition In Scientific
Thought Jayne Lectures fo  by Peter Brian
Medawar (Hardcover –1969)
Currently unavailable

22. An unsolved problem of biology  by Peter
Brian Medawar (Unknown Binding – 1952)
Currently unavailable

23. Strange Case of the Spotted Mice and Oth
by Peter Medawar (Paperback – April 4, 1996)
Currently unavailable

24. MEMOIR OF A THINKING RADISH : AN
AUTOBIOGRAPHY  by Peter Medawar
(Paperback – 1986)
Currently unavailable

25. Induction and Intuition in Scientific
Thought Jayne Lectures for 1968 by Peter
Brian Medawar
 (Hardcover – 1969)
Currently unavailable

26. Pluto’s Republic : Incorporating the Art
of the Soluble and Induction and Intuition
by Peter Medawar (Paperback – 1982)
Currently unavailable

27. Memoir of a Thinking Radish: An
Autobiography (Oxford Letters & Memoirs)
by Peter Medawar (Paperback –1988)
Currently unavailable

28. Advice to Young Scientist  by Sir Peter Brian
Medawar (Paperback – 1979)
Currently unavailable

Source :
Amazan.com : Peter Medawar : Books
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OBITUARY

PETER B. MEDAWAR, SCIENTIST, IS DEAD
By

James Barron
October , 5, 1987

LEAD : Sir Peter Medawar, the British doctor who
shared the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 1960 and

later in life was recognized as a scientific philosopher
and writer, died Friday in London’s Royal Free

Hospital. He was 72 years old.

He shared the Nobel Prize with Sir Macfarlane
Burnet of the University of Melbourne for work on
the body’s rejection of transplanted tissues.

Research by the two scientists had a profound
influence on the development of the modern science

of immunology, and helped clear the way for
transplant surgery.

Sir Peter had suffered a series of strokes and was
in a coma for eight days before he died, according

to The Associated Press. ‘The Art of the Soluble’

For Sir Peter, science was “the art of the soluble.”
Its “generative principle” was “imaginative

guesswork.” And the purpose of an experiment was
not to find facts but to test a hypothesis, “a sort of
draft law about what the world or some particularly

interesting aspect of it may be like.”

People who perform experiments, he wrote in
“Memoir of a Thinking Radish,” his autobiography

that was published last year, may lead lives that
are “unhappy, strangely mixed up or comic, but not

in ways that tell us anything special about the
nature of direction of their work.”

In his own early career this seemed to be the case.
But his description of that time in his life, a time in
which he carried out esoteric research suggested

by his mentors, provided a glimpse of how major
scientific breakthroughs can occur:

“I don’t regard my own messings -about as any more

discreditable than those of a writer who, before writing
the novel or play which makes his reputation, spends
his time on potboilers and  half-finished manuscripts.

A scientist who wants to do something original and
important must experience, as I did, some kind of

shock that forces upon his intention the kind of
problem that it should be his duty and will become

his pleasure to investigate.” Problem of Skin Grafts

The “shock” that he mentioned was an airplane crash
near his home. It exposed him to the problem of
grafting skin over the young pilot’s severe burns,

and when he returned to that problem a few years
later,  he was prepared to find a way to solve the

problem.

Peter Brian Medawar was born on Feb. 28, 1915, in
Brazil, where his parents were assigned on
business. He attended Marlborough College, a

fashionable British school, and then went on to
Magdalen College, Oxford. In an interview in 1977,

he said his biology teacher at Marlborough had filled
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him with enthusiasm for the subject, “and  from that
moment I never seriously considered anything else.”

He earned a degree in zoology at Oxford and began

his research into the growth of tissues. His research
yielded a substance that reunited severed nerves,

which became widely used in skin grafts.

“When you do that,” he said in the 1977 interview,

“skin grafts are rejected promptly. And yet this is
the only ideal solution-there is really no other-for

skin doesn’t regenerated at all, you get a sort of
thin layer of epithelium under a burn, but that doesn’t

stop the terrible wound contraction which is the
disfiguring element of a burn.” Confirming Theory of
Tolerance

Sir Macfarlane, an expert on influenza, leukemia

and viruses, had begun studying immunological
patterns in 1949. He had concluded that a body

gradually develops the capacity to recognize its own
tissues during the embryonic period and predicted
that if foreign tissues were introduced at this stage

the body would remember them later and tolerate
them if reintroduced.

Working with a staff of researchers, Dr. Medawar

confirmed Sir Macfarlane’s theory that the rejection
of donor grafts was due to an immunological reaction
and that tolerance could be built up.

In 1953, Dr. Medawar published a paper reporting

on the injections of mouse embryos from tissues of

a different breed of mouse. The prenatal treatment

produced “acquired immunological tolerance,” while

untreated mice rejected grafts.

The two scientists also showed that newborn animals

would accept material injected from other animals

right after birth, before the immune mechanism had

time to mature. Election to Royal Society

In addition, he and Dr. Burnet showed that an animal

made immunologically tolerant in this way tended

to regard material from the foreign donor as part of

itself for the rest of its life. Thus, a transplant of an

organ from an  unrelated donor to a tolerant recipient

would not be rejected.

As a result of his early  work, he gained a reputation

at an early age, and was elected to the Fellowship

of the Royal Society, the ultimate honor in Britian

for scientists, at the age of 34.

After the war, he taught at the University of

Birmingham and University College, London. In 1962

he became director of the the National Institute of

Medical Research, a post he relinquished in 1971,

two years after he suffered a serious stroke.

He was knighted in 1965. In 1981, received the Order

of Merit, the most prestigious of all royal honors.

Sir Peter is survived by his wife, Jean, a former

chairwoman of the Family Planning Association, and

four children.

Source :

New York Times

nytimes.com


